The study of the weak-ties phenomenon has a long and well documented history, research into the application of this social phenomenon has recently attracted increasing attention. However, further exploration of the reasons behind the weak-ties phenomenon is still challenging. Fortunately, data-driven network science provides a novel way with substantial explanatory power to analyze the causal mechanism behind social phenomenon. Inspired by this perspective, we propose an approach to further explore the driving factors behind the temporal weak-ties phenomenon. We find that the obvious intuition underlying the weak-ties phenomenon is incorrect, and often large numbers of unknown mutual friends associated with these weak ties is one of the key reason for the emergence of the weak-ties phenomenon.
Introduction
The well-known weak-ties phenomenon has a long history (Granovetter 1973; 1983) founded in social network analysis -for example when job seekers find their new jobs they will usually rely on the persons who only have few contacts -weak ties -with them, in other words, the weak ties can play a more important role than strong ties in social networks. In the field of network science, Onnela et al. found that weak ties usually are the bridge links between two communities, furthermore they play the key role for the structural integrity of networks (Onnela et al. 2007; Kumpula et al. 2009 ). Previous studies have also uncovered the role of bridging weak ties when modeling networks (Laurent, Saramäki, and Karsai 2015) . Recent studies also have used this phenomenon to enhance the link prediction accuracy (Lü and Zhou 2010; Shang et al. 2017) . Similar to the role of weak ties for job-hunting over time, the links with lower weights -weak ties -will play a more important role for the prediction of future relationships , that feature can also be stated as the weak-ties phenomenon. On the contrary, link prediction studies in network science also help us confirm the weak-ties phenomenon. Furthermore, we can gain substantial insight into more details for the social phenomenon via the approach of data science Sinatra et al. 2016; Hofman, Sharma, and Watts 2017; Kosack et al. 2018; Fraiberger et al. 2018; Börner et al. ) , and then understand the society more widely and deeply.
Although the weak-ties phenomenon has been uncovered and applied in many recent works (Onnela et al. 2007; Kumpula et al. 2009; Lü and Zhou 2010; Laurent, Saramäki, and Karsai 2015) , the reasons behind the weak-ties phenomenon is still under-explored. In this paper, we adopt network science theory -in a specific network, where a node refers to a person, a link refers to a relationship, and the link weight refers to the relationship strengthto explore the reasons behind the weak-ties phenomenon. Previous studies of the link prediction problem focused on the link weights itself to state or observe the weak-ties phenomenon (Lü and Zhou 2010; Shang et al. 2017 ), but these rarely paid attention to argue causality between the link weight and that phenomenon. Fortunately, Onnela et al. clearly explained the weight-topology correlations for the appear of weak-ties phenomenon (Onnela et al. 2007; Kumpula et al. 2009 ).
Hence, inspired by previous studies (Onnela et al. 2007; Kumpula et al. 2009; Lü and Zhou 2010; Laurent, Saramäki, and Karsai 2015) , we combine the weight-topology correlations and the link prediction theory to seek the truth behind the weak-ties phenomenon. Furthermore, we focus on an important social relationship encoded in the pair of nodes which is connected by the weak tie, that is also a measure -the number of common friends -of the intensity of the pair of nodes. On the other hand, in our previous study, we guessed that the number of common neighbors or friends plays an important role for the so-called weakties phenomenon . We depict our idea in Fig.1 , if a pair of nodes have more common neighbors than that are connected by the stronger link, then they are more likely to connect to each other in the future despite the current tie or link between them is weaker.
Network data
As listed in Table1, to consider the diversity of networks and strictly compare the accuracies of different link prediction algorithms, we employ 3 open, traditional social network datasets with different scales. 1) Facebook (Viswanath et al. 2009 The network structure of the weak-ties phenomenon. In the field of social science, a tie indicates the relationship between two persons, a contact or friendship can be stated as a relationship. The number of contacts can be stated as the tie strength. Ties with fewer contacts are the so-called weak ties. In the field of network science, the link or edge is precisely the tie of social science, correspondingly, link weight is the direct analogue of tie strength. Links with lower weights are weak ties. Hence, the structure of these ties or links and the properties of the persons or nodes are our primary research focus. In this figure, the node size indicates the corresponding node degree, and the link width indicates its weight. Nodes A and B are connected by the weak tie -a link with low weight, and nodes C and D are connected by the link which has higher weight. Based on the result of our previous study , the pair of nodes A and B associated with the weak tie will have more common neighbors -the nodes connected by nodes A and B at the same time, then have a higher probability of receiving a relationship between them in the future.
pair of nodes and the number of wall posts indicates the weights between a pair of nodes. 2) Eu-core email network (Leskovec and Krevl 2014) : A node represents one email address of the core member from a large European research institution, a link indicates that there is at least one email between a pair of nodes, and the number of emails indicates the weights between a pair of nodes. 3) High-school contact network (Mastrandrea, Fournet, and Barrat 2015) : A node represents one high-school student, a link indicates the faceto-face contact of a pair of nodes, and the number of contact indicates the weights between a pair of nodes. 
Methods

Link prediction problem
Our previous study ) completely defined the link prediction problem. In this paper, we modified that description and paraphrase it as follows. A graph G can be described by a vertex set V , and an edge set E: G = (V, E). Elements of the edge set are unordered pairs of elements of the vertex set: e = (v i , v j ) ∈ E where v i , v j ∈ V . The pair (v i , v j ) occurs in at most one edge e ∈ E. The standard link prediction problem, as considered by previous study (Lü and Zhou 2010) , can be formulated as follows. The edge set E is divided into two parts E T and E P where E T ∪E P = E and E T ∩ E P = ∅. The division into E P -typically including 10% of the observed links, and E T -typically 90% of the observed links -is arbitrary and will be used for scoring purposes. That is, all the links in E = E P ∪ E T have been observed and are known, however, links in E T will form a training set and are used to implement a link prediction score, the efficacy of which will be evaluated over the probe set E P .
With sets E
T and E P , the static link prediction problem is then applied where we consider an augmentation of G. Suppose that the information encapsulated in the graph G provides an incomplete picture of a larger graph G = (V, E ) -the truth. This larger graph G may include both edges in E and also additional edgesĒ = E \E. In the real-world these are additional edges that have not been observed.
be the universal set of all possible links. Links are bidirectional and hence technically U should contain each link only once, so we will impose some ordering on the elements of V and insist -for example -that i < j.
For each link in U we define and compute a prediction measure S ij which measures -based only on link information contained in E T -how close are nodes v i and v j . That is, the probability of nodes v i and v j have a link connecting each other is assessed as S ij using information inferred from the links in E T . Using the additional links in E P we can compute a performance score for the prediction measure -that is, based on the known links of E P or known structure-how well correlated are the scores S ij with edges (v i , v j , w(i, j)) ∈ E T : are high values of S ij associated with membership of E P for edges in U \E T ? This step -evaluating the score on E T , is not strictly necessary, but provides a method to test how well our algorithm performs before moving to the unseen data inĒ. Finally, our predictions of the unknown links inĒ can be obtained by ranking the scores S ij for all (v i , v j , w(i, j)) ∈Ē(U \E). Links with highly ranked scores are those predicted to most likely exist -we expect that these highly ranked links will probably occur inĒ, and other few lowly ranked links will probably occur in E P . The static link prediction problem can now be stated: given E
T , E P and also V , predictĒ and some fake links in E P . That is, if we know some of the links of a network -those links being partitioned into the training set E T and the probe set E P -which we have observed, is it possible to predict the existence of unobserved or fake links.
The unobserved links are members of U \E and may be said to either exist -they are also members ofĒ, or be non-existent, they are instead members of U \(E ∪Ē)). Of course, in general, the link prediction problem is illposed. If the links or network structure are random and uncorrelated the information in E tells us nothing about any of the remaining possible pairs U \E and whether they are in E. However, many real-world networks exhibit correlation among the links and it is a practical problem of great importance to identify these unknown connections. In this manuscript we address two seperate questions. First, how well does an algorithm perform in predicting links? Second, how predictable is the link structure of a prediction network?
Finally, we will complicate this problem further by considering the problem of evolving networks. In the realworld, existence of the links in the future incarnation of the network is an important problem and the way in which a network evolves over time may contain additional information about the future link structure. To state the evolving link prediction problem, we use the time point to divide the edge set E into two parts: the past edge set E history that includes about 50% of the total links weights -these fractions are arbitrary, we provide numbers here as this is the typical treatment of these sets in the literature, and the future edge set E f uture that includes about 50% of the total links weights, where E history E f uture = E and E history E f uture ≡ ∅, E history and E f uture have the same vertex set V . A proportion of existent links in E history constitute the link set E sample . Here, E history is used for computing scores, E sample is used for training, E f uture is used for testing, and E history , E f uture and E sample are used for the evolving link prediction accuracy measure.
Metric for Link prediction in evolving networks
P recision has since been widely applied to measure the performance of recommender systems (Herlocker et al. 2004 ) and prediction accuracy (Lü and Zhou 2010 ) in a wide variety of settings. P recision is defined as the ratio of relevant items selected to the number of selected items. On the other hand, our previous studies have divided the network into two parts (Shang, Yan, and Xu 2014; Shang, Yan, and Small 2016; Shang et al. 2017) : the current network E history and the future network E f uture . Hence, similar to P recision, we propose the evolving P recision -P t -with a more reasonable physical significance -to measure the prediction accuracy in evolving networks. Only the information of E history is allowed to be used to compute the performance score. First, to reduce the computational load, we choose a sample set E sample from E history . Here, to select a suitable sample which has the proper density and number of nodes, we choose a node randomly, then only select some of its neighbors and neighbors of neighborsup to 500 nodes for the Facebook, and 300 nodes for the Email and Contact, and the links between these nodes as the sample set E. Second, we compute the scores of all pairs of nodes from E sample , then choose top 5% or m pairs of nodes by their scores. Third, if there are n pairs of nodes from the top m pairs of nodes will appear in the future network E f uture , then the score of the evolving P recision S Pt = n/m.
Algorithms for the analyzation of weak-ties phenomenon Link prediction Algorithms
In what follows, we focus on studying inherent relationships among the link weights of a network, the common neighbors and the weak-ties phenomenon for furthering our arguments. We have seen previously that weaker links will play a more significant role for the link prediction (Lü and Zhou 2010; Shang et al. 2017 ) both in particular for static and for evolving networks. Furthermore, the weak-ties phenomenon is counterintuitive, and has understandably received widespread scientific attention and utilization. While it is an interesting phenomenon and is even useful as a rule of thumb, it cannot be treated as axiomatic. In this contribution we seek a deeper understanding of the causes, and not just the effects, of the phenomenon. We have combined the direct link weights and the number of common neighbors to predict the future existence of links :
where Γ(i, j) denotes the set of common neighbors of the nodes i and j, hence, k denotes each common neighbor. Then, the common neighbors algorithm (Liben-Nowell and
= |Γ(i, j)| -is equal to the number of common neighbors. ω(i, j) = ω(j, i) denotes the weight of the direct link between i and j. Hence, we named our algorithm as direct weighted CN or DW CN , if the common neighbors or the weights of the pair of nodes are 0, S i,j = 0.
Based on the fluctuation of DW CN prediction performance, we have analyzed the relationship between common neighbors and the emergence of the weak-ties phenomenon . To further substantiate the role of common neighbors for this phenomenon, we thus increase the effect of common neighbors, we then obtain the common neighbors added (CN A) algorithm:
On the contrary, we also decrease the effect of common neighbors to take our argument further, then get to the common neighbors decreased (CN D) algorithm:
if the weights of the pair of nodes are 0, S i,j = 0. Here, we remove the Γ(i, j), that is to say CN D removes the role of common neighbors with the comparison of DW CN . To this end, the previous three algorithms all consider the strength of the predicted relationship -direct link weight -between two persons, but with different effects of common neighbors. We can compare the DW CN , CN A and CN D to asses the actual relationships among the link weight, the common neighbor and the weak-ties phenomenon. In this letter, we focus on the consequence of the basic algorithms DW CN , CN A and CN D, and use time -evolving Precision P t -to measure the prediction accuracy in evolving social networks. Under our metric, a better link algorithm is more likely to accurately predict the future link, we then earn a better score. In addition, we also propose another four new algorithms based the famous link prediction algorithms W RA and W AA (Lü and Zhou 2010) to achieve a better link prediction performance for social networks.
Null models To destroy the association between the weak ties and the common neighbors, we can use the randomized weights algorithm (Li et al. 2005) to construct a null model for which every link weight is randomly chosen from the original network. As shown in Fig.2 , first, we can freely choose two links that have unequal weights, in this example the weights of AB are 3, and the weights of CD are 2. Then we exchange the weights of the two links. Here, after the randomization, the weight of AB is 2, the weight of CD is 3. RW exchanges the weights of a pair of links. 
RW
Figure 2: First, we can freely choose two links that have unequal weights, in this example the weights of AB are 3, and the weights of CD are 2. Then we exchange the weights of the two links. Here, after the randomization, the weight of AB is 2, the weight of CD is 3.
Results
For all link prediction algorithms in this paper, the negative parameter α means enhancing the prediction effect of lowerweight links. If the algorithm achieves the best performance when α < 0, we infer that the weak-ties phenomenon appears in the social network (Lü and Zhou 2010; Shang et al. 2017) . Furthermore, the weak-ties phenomenon is coming while the algorithm performing better and better when α < 0, but performing very close to the initial one when α < 0. In other words, α < 0 means links with lower weights or weak ties play a more important role for the prediction. On the contrary, α > 0 means links with higher weights or strong ties play a more important role for the prediction. If the prediction performance of α < 0 inicreases significantly, but at the same time the prediction performance of α > 0 is similar to the initial performance, we can say that the weak-ties phenomenon is emerging, that is to say only the role of weak-ties is increasing. Hence, we can find the abnormal phenomenon: nodes with more mutual friends and weak ties are becoming more likely to connect, but nodes with more mutual friends and strong ties still maintain the original connection probability. Fig. 3 depicts the application of our method for four evolving social networks with different scales and from different domains. By shifting the attention from the direct link weight to the common neighbors, the role of common neighbors emerging from our analysis. Notably, when α < 0, for the Facebook network, contact network and email network, the CN A algorithm with more common neighbor effects achieves the best performance. Conversely, the CN D algorithm with less common neighbor effects achieves the worst performance. However, at the same time, for Facebook network, contact network and email network, all algorithms performing similarly when α > 0. Hence, we can say that the weakties phenomenon is emerging. These phenomena suggest that the number of common neighbors with insufficient attention plays a key role for the emerging of weak-ties phenomenon. There is a strong association between large number of mutual friends and the weak ties, when the weakties phenomenon appearing. These tendencies display that two persons with a weak tie prefer to communicate in the future, if they have more mutual friends.
To further evaluate the reliability of the emergence of the weak-ties phenomenon (Holme and Saramäki 2012) , and following previous studies (Maslov and Sneppen 2002; Shang, Yan, and Small 2016; Shang et al. 2017) , we introduce the randomized weights null model to destroy the association between common neighbors and lower-weight links. The link weight of the null model is totally random, while the network structure is maintained. The algorithm CN D lose its physical significance due to the randomly weights. Hence, as shown in Fig. 4 , we only observe the performance of DW CN and CN A for the corresponding randomized networks. As expected, the performance of the two algorithms with the common neighbors effect -DW CN and CN A -have small changes and are similar to each other in all randomized networks when α < 0. This result further demonstrates that there is a direct positive correlation between the common neighbors associated with lower-weight links and the weak-ties phenomenon. On the other hand, compared to the original networks, the emerging trend of weak-ties phenomenon is becoming more obvious in the null models, this means that the original link weights distribution plays a negative role for the emergence of weakties phenomenon. Our finding is due to the fact that the social pattern described in this paper is verifiable and replicable. On the other hand, without the weak ties role, when α > 0 the performance of algorithms decrease sharply due to the randomly of network structure.
Conclusion and discussion
We show that the data-driven network approach described here is feasible for and has a deep insight into the principle of sociology, and explores the possible truth behind social phenomenon. Especially with the growth of social data information, this shift is obviously more powerful and useful. Actually, Onnela et al. (Onnela et al. 2007; Kumpula et al. 2009 ) have uncovered one key reason of weak ties phenomenon, some weak ties usually can play a key role for the network structure due to their special positions -the bridges among communities. We adopt the network theory to further uncover the key reasons of the famous social phenomenon -the mutual friends with weak ties is one of the key reason for the emergence of weak-ties phenomenon. On the other hand, our novel algorithms can achieve a better link prediction performance for the large scale networks, such as Facebook network and email network. Furthermore, null models also can test the robustness of social phenomenon via destroy the key factor step by step. 
